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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we devise a novel interactive satellite image
change detection algorithm based on active learning. The
proposed framework is iterative and relies on a question &
answer model which asks the oracle (user) questions about
the most informative display (subset of critical images), and
according to the user’s responses, updates change detections.
The contribution of our framework resides in a novel display
model which selects the most representative and diverse vir-
tual exemplars that adversely challenge the learned change
detection functions, thereby leading to highly discriminating
functions in the subsequent iterations of active learning. Ex-
periments, conducted on the challenging task of interactive
satellite image change detection, show the superiority of the
proposed virtual display model against the related work.

Index Terms— active learning, virtual exemplar learning,
satellite image change detection

1. INTRODUCTION

Satellite image change detection aims at localizing instances
of relevant changes in a given scene acquired at different in-
stants. This problem has many applications including eval-
uation of damaged infrastructures in order to prioritize res-
cue and disaster response after natural hazards (tornadoes,
earthquakes, etc) [2, 3]. This task is also challenging as rel-
evant changes are diverse and scenes are subject to many ir-
relevant changes due to sensor artefacts, registration errors,
illumination variations, occlusions, weather conditions, etc.
Early change detection solutions were based on simple com-
parisons of multi-temporal signals, via image differences and
thresholding, using vegetation indices, principal component
and change vector analyses [5–8]. Other methods either re-
quire a preliminary preprocessing step that attenuates the ef-
fects of irrelevant changes (by correcting radiometric varia-
tions, occlusions, shadows, and by finding the parameters of
sensors for registration [10, 11, 13, 14, 36]) or consider these
effects as a part of appearance modeling [9, 12, 15–20].

Among the aforementioned methods, those based on ma-
chine learning are particularly successful, but their accuracy
is highly dependent on the availability of large collections of
labeled training data [1, 4]. Indeed, these approaches are lim-

ited by the scarcity of labeled data in order to comprehen-
sively capture the huge variability in relevant and irrelevant
changes. Besides, even when larger training collections are
available, their labeling may not reflect the user’s subjectivity
and intention. Many existing solutions try to overcome these
limitations by making training frugal and less dependent on
large collections of labeled data [23, 32]. These solutions in-
clude few shot [21] and self-supervised learning [33]; how-
ever, these approaches are oblivious to the users’ intention.
Alternative solutions, based on active learning [22, 24–31],
are rather preferred where users annotate very few examples
of relevant and irrelevant changes according to their intention,
prior to retrain user-aware change detection functions.

In this paper, we introduce a novel interactive satellite im-
age change detection algorithm based on a question & answer
model that queries the intention of the user (oracle), and up-
dates change detections accordingly. The oracle frugally pro-
vides these annotations only on the most informative displays
which are learned instead of being sampled from the fixed
pool of unlabeled data. A conditional probability distribution
is defined which measures the relevance of each exemplar in
the learned displays given the pool of unlabeled data. This
conditional distribution is learned using a novel adversarial
criterion that finds the most diverse, representative, and un-
certain exemplars which challenge (the most) the previously
trained change detection functions. Note that, in spite of be-
ing adversarial, the framework proposed in our display model
is conceptually different from generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [35]. Indeed, GANs seek to generate fake data that
mislead the trained discriminators while our proposed model
aims at generating the most critical data for further anno-
tations; i.e., the most representative and diverse exemplars
which increase the uncertainty, and challenge (the most) the
current discriminator, and ultimately lead to more accurate
classifiers in the subsequent iterations of change detection.
Experiments, conducted on the task of interactive satellite im-
age change detection, show the relevance of our exemplar and
display learning model against the related work.

2. PROPOSED METHOD

Let Ir = {p1, . . . , pn}, It = {q1, . . . , qn} denote two reg-
istered satellite images captured at two instants t0, t1, with



pi, qi ∈ Rd. Considering I = {x1, . . . ,xn}, with each xi
being an aligned patch pair (pi, qi), and Y = {y1, . . . ,yn}
the underlying unknown labels; our goal is to train a function
f : I → {−1,+1} that finds the unknown labels in {yi}i
with yi = +1 if qi ∈ It corresponds to a “change” w.r.t.
pi ∈ Ir, and yi = −1 otherwise. Training f requires a sub-
set of data annotated by an oracle. As these annotations are
highly expensive, building f should be accomplished with as
few annotations as possible while maximizing accuracy.

2.1. Interactive satellite image change detection

Our change detection algorithm is interactive; it is based on a
question & answer model which selects an informative subset
of images (referred to as display) to an oracle, gathers their
annotations and trains a decision criterion f accordingly.
Considering Dt ⊂ I as a display shown to the oracle at iter-
ation t, and Yt as the unknown labels of Dt; in practice |Dt|
and the maximum number of iterations (denoted as T ) are set
depending on a fixed annotation budget.
Starting from a random display D0, we build our change
decision criteria iteratively while running the following steps
for t = 0, . . . , T − 1
1/ Query the oracle about the labels ofDt and train a decision
criterion ft(.) on ∪tk=0(Dk,Yk); in our experiments, {ft(.)}t
correspond to max-margin classifiers built on top of convolu-
tional features.
2/ Select the next display Dt+1 ⊂ I\ ∪tk=0 Dk to show to the
oracle; it is clear that a brute force strategy that considers all
the possible displays D ⊂ I\∪tk=0 Dk, learns the underlying
classifiers ft+1(.) on D∪tk=0Dt and evaluates their accuracy
is highly combinatorial. Display selection strategies, related
to active learning, are instead preferred and make display
learning more tractable. However, the design of display se-
lection strategies should be carefully achieved as many of
these heuristics are equivalent to (or worse than) basic dis-
play strategies that choose data uniformly randomly (see for
instance [24] and references therein).
Our proposed display model in this paper is different from
usual sampling strategies (see e.g. [34]) and relies on synthe-
sizing exemplars (also referred to as virtual exemplars) that
maximize diversity, representativity as well as uncertainty.
Diversity aims at designing exemplars that allow exploring
different modes of ft+1(.) whereas representativity makes
those exemplars resembling as much as possible to the input
data. Finally, ambiguity seeks to locally refine the boundaries
of the learned decision function ft+1(.). All the details of our
proposed display model are shown in the subsequent section
which constitutes the main contribution of this work.

2.2. Virtual display model

We consider a framework that assigns for each sample xi a
conditional distribution {µik}Kk=1 measuring the probability
of assigning xi to each of the K-virtual exemplars, and the

latter constitute the subsequent display Dt+1. In contrast to
our previous work [34], the proposed method in this paper
neither requires hard thresholding nor ranking of the mem-
berships {µik}Kk=1 in order to define Dt+1; instead, entries of
Dt+1, also denoted as V, together with {µik}Kk=1, are found
by minimizing the following constrained objective function

min
V;µ≥0;µ1K=1n

tr
(
µ d(V,X)′

)
+ α [1′nµ] log[1

′
nµ]
′

+ β tr
(
f(V)′ log f(V)

)
+ γ tr(µ′ logµ),

(1)
here ′ is the matrix transpose operator, 1K , 1n denote two

vectors of K and n ones respectively, µ ∈ Rn×K is a learned
matrix which provides the membership of each input sample
xi to the k-th virtual exemplar and log is applied entrywise.
In the above objective function, d(V,X) ∈ RK×n is the eu-
clidean distance matrix between the virtual exemplars in V
and the original data in X while f(V) ∈ R2×K is a scoring
matrix whose columns provide the response of the learned
decision function ft(.) and its complement 1 − ft(.) on the
K-th virtual exemplars. The first term of the above objec-
tive function (rewritten as

∑
i

∑
k µik‖xi −Vk‖22) measures

the representativity of the synthesized exemplars {Vk}k; it
models how close is each training sample xi w.r.t its clos-
est (or most representative) Vk, and vanishes when all train-
ing samples coincide with the virtual exemplars. The second
term (equivalent to

∑
k[

1
n

∑n
i=1 µik] log[

1
n

∑n
i=1 µik]) cap-

tures the diversity of the generated virtual data as the entropy
of the probability distribution of the underlying memberships;
this measure is minimal when input data are assigned to dif-
ferent virtual exemplars, and vice-versa. The third criterion
(rewritten as

∑
k

∑
c[fc(V)]′k[log fc(V)]k) measures the am-

biguity (or uncertainty) in Dt+1 as the entropy of the scoring
function; it reaches its smallest value when virtual exemplars
in Dt+1 are evenly scored w.r.t different classes. The fourth
term considers that, without any a priori on the three other
terms, the membership distribution of each input data is uni-
form, so its acts as a regularizer and also helps obtaining a
closed form solution (as shown subsequently). All these terms
are mixed using the coefficients α, β, γ ≥ 0. Finally, we con-
sider equality and inequality constraints which guarantee that
the membership of each input sample xi to the virtual exem-
plars forms a probability distribution.

2.3. Optimization

Proposition 1 The optimality conditions of Eq. (1) lead to the
solution

µ(τ+1) := diag
(
µ̂(τ+1)1K

)−1
µ̂(τ+1)

V(τ+1) := V̂(τ+1) diag
(
1′nµ

(τ)
)−1

,
(2)

with µ̂(τ+1), V̂(τ+1) being respectively

exp
(
− 1

γ
[d(X,V(τ)) + α(1n1

′
K + 1n log 1

′
nµ

(τ))]
)

X µ(τ) + β
∑
c∇vfc(V

(τ)) ◦ (1d [log fc(V(τ))]′ + 1d1
′
K),

(3)



here ◦ is the Hadamard matrix product and diag(.) maps a
vector to a diagonal matrix.

Due to space limitation, details of the proof are omitted and
result from the optimality conditions of Eq. 1’s gradient.
Considering the above proposition, µ̂(0) and V̂(0) are initially
set to random values and, in practice, the solution converges
to the fixed points (denoted as µ̃, Ṽ) in few iterations. These
fixed points define the most relevant virtual exemplars of
Dt+1 (according to criterion 1) which are used to train the
subsequent classifier ft+1 (see also algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1: Display selection mechanism
Input: Images in I, display D0 ⊂ I, budget T .
Output: ∪T−1

t=0 (Dt,Yt) and {ft}t.
for t := 0 to T − 1 do
Yt ← oracle(Dt);
ft ← argminf Loss(f,∪tk=0(Dk,Yk));
τ ← 0; µ̂(0) ← random; V̂(0) ← random;
Set µ(0) and V(0) using Eqs. (2) and (3);

while (‖µ(τ+1) − µ(τ)‖1 + ‖V(τ+1) −V(τ)‖1 ≥ ε
∧ τ < maxiter) do

Set µ(τ+1) and V(τ+1) using Eqs. (2) and (3);
τ ← τ + 1;

µ̃← µ(τ); Ṽ← V(τ);
Dt+1 ←

{
xi ∈ I\ ∪tk=0 Dk : xi ← argminx ‖x−Vk‖22

}K
k=1

.

3. EXPERIMENTS

Change detection experiments are conducted on the Jeffer-
son dataset including 2, 200 non-overlapping patch pairs (of
30 × 30 RGB pixels each). These pairs correspond to reg-
istered (bi-temporal) GeoEye-1 satellite images of 2, 400 ×
1, 652 pixels with a spatial resolution of 1.65m/pixel, taken
from the area of Jefferson (Alabama) in 2010 and in 2011.
These images show multiple changes due to tornadoes in Jef-
ferson (building destruction, etc.) as well as no-changes (in-
cluding irrelevant ones as clouds). The ground-truth consists
of 2,161 negative pairs (no/irrelevant changes) and only 39
positive pairs (relevant changes), so > 98% of this area cor-
respond to no-changes and this makes the task of finding rel-
evant changes even more challenging. In our experiments,
half of the dataset is used to train the display and the learn-
ing models while the remaining half for evaluation. As the
two classes (changes/no-changes) are highly imbalanced, we
measure accuracy using the equal error rate (EER) on the eval
set. Smaller EER implies better performances.

3.1. Ablation

In order to study the impact of different terms of our objec-
tive function, we consider them individually, pairwise and all
jointly taken. In this study, the last term of Eq. 1 is always
kept as it acts as a regularizer and allows obtaining the closed

rep div amb 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 AUC.
7 7 3 47.81 27.29 11.15 7.97 8.18 7.31 7.97 7.94 7.50 7.90 14.10
7 3 7 47.81 18.72 11.24 7.97 8.18 7.29 7.59 7.88 7.50 7.90 13.21
3 7 7 47.81 35.98 16.86 6.52 4.98 2.67 2.03 1.80 1.45 1.30 12.14
3 7 3 47.81 40.40 23.86 9.56 7.65 5.75 5.47 6.12 4.40 5.72 15.67
7 3 3 47.81 27.29 11.15 7.97 8.18 7.31 7.97 7.94 7.50 7.90 14.10
3 3 7 47.81 29.84 17.63 6.21 4.40 2.70 1.98 1.92 1.65 1.52 11.57
3 3 3 47.81 27.61 11.76 5.74 2.95 2.39 1.89 1.61 1.55 1.34 10.47

Samp% 1.45 2.90 4.36 5.81 7.27 8.72 10.18 11.63 13.09 14.54 -

Table 1. This table shows an ablation study of our display model. Here rep, amb
and div stand for representativity, ambiguity and diversity respectively. These results
are shown for different iterations t = 0, . . . , T −1 (Iter) and the underlying sampling
rates (Samp) again defined as (

∑t−1
k=0 |Dk|/(|I|/2))× 100. The AUC (Area Under

Curve) corresponds to the average of EERs across iterations.

form in Eq. 2. The impact of each of these terms and their
combination is shown in Table 1. From these results, we ob-
serve the highest impact of representativity+diversity espe-
cially at the earliest iterations of change detection, whilst the
impact of ambiguity term raises later in order to locally refine
the decision criteria (i.e., once the modes of data distribution
become well explored). These EER performances are shown
for different sampling percentages defined — at each iteration
t — as (

∑t−1
k=0 |Dk|/(|I|/2)) × 100 with again |I| = 2, 200

and |Dk| set to 16.

3.2. Comparison

We further investigate the strength of our display model
against other display sampling strategies including random
search, maxmin and uncertainty. Random selects samples
from the pool of unlabeled training data while uncertainty
consists in picking, from the same pool, the display whose
classifier scores are the most ambiguous (i.e., closest to zero).
Maxmin consists in greedily sampling data in Dt+1; each
sample in xi ∈ Dt+1 ⊂ I\ ∪tk=0 Dk is chosen by maximiz-
ing its minimum distance w.r.t. ∪tk=0Dk, leading to the most
distinct samples in Dt+1. We further compare our display
model against [34] which consists in assigning a probability
measure to the whole unlabeled set and selecting the display
with the highest probabilities. We also report performances
using the fully supervised setting, as an upper bound, which
consists in building a unique classifier on top of the full
training set whose annotation is taken from the ground-truth.
EER performances reported in Figure 1 (w.r.t different iter-
ations and sampling rates) show the positive impact of the
proposed virtual display model against the aforementioned
sampling strategies. Excepting the model in [34], most of
these comparative methods are powerless to find the (rare)
change class sufficiently well. Indeed, both random and
maxmin capture the diversity at the early stage of interactive
search without being able to refine the decision function at
the latest iterations. In contrast, uncertainly refines well the
decision function but lacks diversity. The display strategy in
[34] gathers the advantages of random and maxmin as well
as uncertainty, but suffers from the rigidity in the selected
display (especially at the early iterations) which is taken from
a fixed set of training data while our virtual display model
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Fig. 1. This figure shows a comparison of different sampling strategies w.r.t. dif-
ferent iterations (Iter) and the underlying sampling rates in table 1 (Samp). Here Un-
cer and Rand stand for uncertainty and random sampling respectively. Note that fully-
supervised learning achieves an EER of 0.94%. Related work stands for the method in
[34]; see again section 3.2 for more details.

is learned and thereby more flexible and effective at highly
frugal regimes.

4. CONCLUSION

We introduce in this paper a novel interactive change detec-
tion method based on active learning. The strength of the pro-
posed method resides in the flexibility of the learned display
model which allows training virtual exemplars. The latter are
found while maximizing their diversity and representativity
as well as their ambiguity, leading to an adversarial setting
which challenges the current classifier and enhances the sub-
sequent one. Experiments conducted on the task of satellite
image detection shows the outperformance of the proposed
virtual display model against different sampling strategies as
well as the related work.
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